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Abstract: Much news is available online, and not all is categorized. A few researchers have carried
out work on news classification in the past, and most of the work focused on fake news identification.
Most of the work performed on news categorization is carried out on a benchmark dataset. The
problem with the benchmark dataset is that model trained with it is not applicable in the real world
as the data are pre-organized. This study used machine learning (ML) techniques to categorize
online news articles as these techniques are cheaper in terms of computational needs and are less
complex. This study proposed the hyperparameter-optimized support vector machines (SVM)
to categorize news articles according to their respective category. Additionally, five other ML
techniques, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), Random Forest (RF), Logistic Regression (LR), K-
Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and Naïve Bayes (NB), were optimized for comparison for the news
categorization task. The results showed that the optimized SVM model performed better than other
models, while without optimization, its performance was worse than other ML models.

Keywords: topic categorization; model parameter tuning; hyperparameter optimization; grid search;
SVM; NLP; TF-IDF; human rights; fair societies

1. Introduction

News has been around people for a long time, and it is almost impossible to assume
its starting period. News is a set of information about recent events. These events can
be of any kind [1]. Web news sources provide huge amounts of news, so it has become
convenient for everyone to have news reports at a click away. News and local information
coverage is increasingly facilitated through online social networks [2]. Additionally, an
enormous amount of information is being posted on different sources. Some common
sources are social networking websites, news agencies’ websites, and blogs. Even though
these technologies have the potential to provide people with various viewpoints [3,4], they
can also limit people from more attitude-challenging information [5], which is related to the
adoption of thrilling attitudes with time [6] and misunderstanding of facts about current
events [7].

The main characteristics of the news text in online publications are (1) the prevalence
of conversational style; (2) the brevity of the information provided, in which, of course, an
information note is a genre of small volume, but the material requires not only the fact of
the news that happened but also a detailed description of what is happening and even the
author’s assessment; And (3) the absence of complicated lexical and grammatical forms.
The text performs the functions of informing the audience and influencing it with the help
of expressive means. Online news achieves this thanks to simple sentences that do not
require the reader to delve into the essence of what is written for a long time. The topics of
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online news are thematically homogeneous sets of documents. In this case, the set of topics
is set a priori by experts, when processing documents in the information-analytical system.
An automatic classifier functions is a program that determines the subject of documents
and carries out their assignment to topics.

As there are many online sources for the news and information, the need to catego-
rize is realized, and for this purpose, text mining is the most common approach that has
served greatly in the text-classification domain. Text mining is the domain that provides
the machine with intelligent algorithms that can analyze text and find patterns and make
appropriate decisions [8]. There are several ways of text mining, including steps from
information extraction, information retrieval, natural language processing, and ML or deep
learning [9–12]. The applications of text mining include sentiment analysis [13] and emotion
recognition [14], authorship attribution [15] and author gender recognition [16], recom-
mendation systems [17,18], fake information recognition [19], text summarization [20],
part-of-speech tagging [21], and medical diagnostics [22]. Text topic modeling and clas-
sification have also been used in various domains for various tasks, including electronic
health record (EHR) management [23], tourism [24], etc.

ML is a general term for an algorithm that allows machines to learn from historical
data to make predictions on future data. Despite recent successes of deep learning methods
in various domains, machine learning methods remain relevant and competitive in the
NLP research field [25]. Other methods, such as fuzzy logic [26] and heuristic optimization
algorithms [27] have also been used. This study used supervised ML in which historical
data contain predefined class labels. In our case, the class labels were the news categories.
Before ML, natural language processing was used to clean the data from noise in the
data [28].

Feature extraction is known to transform the features from text, video, or audio to
less dimensional data. There is a need to transform data into a mathematical form [29].
These techniques must be selected carefully as some techniques perform better on specific
data while others do not. The techniques used for feature extraction include N-Grams [30],
Term Frequency—Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [31], Bag-Of-Words (BOW) [32],
Word2vec [33], and Doc2Vec [34].

Categorizing news articles, several techniques are available that can perform docu-
ments the task of categorization [35]. These techniques include heuristic methods, ML,
deep learning, and many more. However, in this research, the focus is on ML as it is less
complex and more efficient in the case of resources [36]. Many types of ML exist, but the
focus is on the more mature classification type ML like supervised ML. Supervised ML
works on classifying data according to the given categories or classes. The classifiers that
were used are RF, SVM, SGD, KNN, LR, and NB [37].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the literature review
where relevant studies are discussed. Section 3 discusses the adopted methodology of the
experiment. Section 4 evaluates the results gathered from the experiment. Finally, Section 5
presents the conclusions observed in the research.

2. Literature Review

The authors in [38] categorized news based on important news topics for a specific
region. The study used a dataset that scraped news from Twitter and performed news
classification. In their study, they used articles that were related to Sri Lanka. They also
identified that using many features will increase the dimension; therefore, to make the
model more efficient, they reduced features. They discovered that the more frequent words
in the dataset carry much less information for text classification.

Furthermore, they extended this by removing the rare words, suggesting that rarer
words also do not have much importance as they mostly act as noise in the data. They
evaluated their models by finding the recall and precision for each class. The evaluation
was carried out for each class independently of how accurately each group was classified.
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In [39] the authors also analyzed news articles to summarize them according to their
topic in which topic detection and tracking are performed to group news headlines in
similar groups. Their study used TF*PDF (Term Frequency * Proportional Document
Frequency), which works on a similar principle of F.T.F.—IDF. In [40], the authors classified
news articles by their authenticity in which they classified news articles as real or fake.
Their research mainly aimed to create a feature from floating languages to carry out fake
news classification. They created a dataset by taking news articles from several different
publishers and labelled the dataset by examining articles as fake or real. The articles they
selected were in the Slovak language, a floating language. They analyzed news articles
by using morphological methods. They presented an efficient approach by which floating
languages can be classified by only using Part-of-Speech (POS) with reasonable accuracy
from a basic classifier.

According to the authors of [41], deep learning methods tend to achieve more accuracy
in text classification of Chinese language text. They implemented four models that are
CNN (Convolutional Neural Network), LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory), B-LSTM (bi-
directional LSTM), and BLSTM-C (bi-directional LSTM CNN). BLSTM-C is a hybrid model
formed by using layers of both BLSTM and CNN to enhance classification performance.
They used three benchmarked datasets to evaluate their proposed BLSTM-C. The highest
accuracy they achieved is 90.8% on THUCNews.

Furthermore, their proposed model also outperformed other researchers on similar
datasets. Although their proposed model was formed with more than 29 layers and
achieved better results, there is always a tradeoff between performance and complexity.
Deep learning models tend to be more complex, and the training time of these models is
higher than that of ML.

The authors of [42] classified Chinese comments by applying sentiment analysis. The
authors introduced aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA), for which they proposed a
hybrid attention-based aspect-level recurrent convolutional neural network (AARCNN)
model. Their proposed model was designed to focus on the attention-based parts of the
sentences, using important information from the sentences. The model uses the B-LSTM
layer that behaves as a memory that stores important information from the sentences, and
then the CNN layer was added to extract stored information and analyze it.

Many researchers have tried to show the SVM model’s ability to classify text docu-
ments with great accuracy successfully, and the authors of [43] also used SVM as a base
classifier to classify news articles according to their category. The categorization they
performed has two types: generalized and personalized classification. The authors used
the Reuters-21578 dataset to train the model in generalized classification. Their focus is to
classify financial news articles into their respective categories. The authors trained SVM
using general categories given in the dataset, and then the categorizer trained on positive
and negative documents, positive documents are the documents in the category that is
being classified. An equal number of documents are taken from other categories. Then
the categorizer is trained for the given category using the imported news articles. The
user can retrain the categorizer. In the retraining part, the user then creates a personalized
category that can check if the trained model is retrieving relevant articles with the given
category. The user mentions irrelevant documents then the classifier retrains by discarding
the mentioned documents, so the classifier refines itself.

In [44], TextNetTopics is an innovative technique to feature selection that considers
Bag-of-topics (BoT) rather than the usual Bag-of-words approach (BoW). As a result, rather
than selecting words, the technique selects topics. TextNetTopics outperforms different
feature-selection algorithms while also outperforming when used to CAMDA validation
data. In addition, we tested our system on several textual datasets.

Recently, deep learning methods have started to be applied. Shao et al. [45] proposed
W-LDA as a neural network topic model based on the Wasserstein Auto-Encoder that offers
enhanced Wasserstein-Latent Dirichlet Allocation (W-LDA) (WAE). The preprocessed, Bag
of Words (BOW), and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) features are
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used as input in the W-LDA. then, the the sparsemax layer is introduced after the hidden
layer inferred by the encoder network to generate a sparse document–topic distribution.

Researchers in recent years have been more focused on the classification of fake news,
while few studies present the categorization of news articles according to their category.
The authors of [46] also applied fake detection on news articles to classify whether a news
article is fake or real. In their research, they used three datasets from various sources. The
first dataset contained news about the United States (U.S.) presidential elections collected
from Buzzfeed in 2016. The second dataset contains random news articles about politics
that the authors collected from Zimdar’s for fake news and Business Insiders for real news.
The last dataset contained real news articles from Reuters.com and fake news from websites
such as Politifact and Wikipedia.

As the literature review suggests, not much work about news categorization has been
observed from the recent studies. Moreover, most studies used benchmarked datasets.
The benchmark dataset is great for learning and discover news categorization, but it is not
applicable in the real world as the text in most real-world news articles are not structured as
well as in the benchmarked datasets. Another observation made from studying literature is
that many researchers have categorized news articles as fake or authentic news, but few
researchers focused on news categorization.

3. Methods and Experimentation
3.1. Mathematical Model of Topic Classification Problem

In this section, the model of an automatic text classifier is formalized in the form
of an algebraic system, within which the classification methods studied in this paper
were subsequently formulated and described. We represent the general model of the text
classifier as the following system:

R =
〈

T , C , F , RF, f
〉

(1)

Here R is a model for an automatic natural language text classifier, T is a collection
of texts, C is a non-empty set of topics, F is a non-empty set of topic descriptions (each
description contains data necessary for classification, such as lists of keywords and their
importance), RF : C× F is a relation correlating topics and descriptions corresponding to
them, f : T → 2C is a classification operation such that f (t) = σ, where t is a text from
T, and σ is an element of the set of all subsets of C, i.e., a set of topics from C. Thus, the
mapping f allows each document of the set T to associate to some topic from C.

We will also assume that:

1. RCF relation is functional. The following property holds: ∀ c ∈ C ∃! , φ ∈ F : (c, φ) ∈ R,
i.e., each topic corresponds to a unique description.

2. Each description of the topic contains a set of features used by the classification
operation and their values.

3. For each topic c, we define D(c), which is the set of documents associated with it (a
priori or with the help of the classification operation), i.e., D(c) = {t ∈ T|c ∈ f (t)}.
Topic ci ⊂ cj by definition, if D(ci) ⊂ D

(
cj
)
.

4. It can be shown that C is an upper semilattice, i.e., there is a unique element σtop ∈ C,
σ ∈ σtop. Here σtop is the root topic containing all other classes (topics).

5. The result of determining the topic of the document (text), i.e., the classification of the
document (text) t ∈ T—is σ the set of topics to which the document corresponds.

In problems of hierarchical classification, on the set of topics C, a relation is specified
that determines the a priori nesting of topics into each other. In this paper, we restricted
ourselves to the consideration of a flat classification problem, in which all topics are nested
in a single root topic, and there is no other nesting. The construction of a classifier implies
the partial or complete formation of C , F , RF, f based on some a priori data. In practice,
this means that the expert forms a hierarchy of topics. Descriptions of topics are formed
manually (for example, in the form of rules for assigning documents to topics based on
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some features) or automatically using machine learning methods. The training set is a set of
documents previously correlated with the topics based on expert assessments. For further
consideration of texts as objects of classification and identification of significant features of
classification, we used the concept of a lexical descriptor. Lexical descriptor of a natural
language, means individual lexemes as sets of paradigmatic forms (word forms) of one
word. Different forms of the same word do not differ; and phrases in canonical forms (the
main word is reduced to the dictionary form. orm of dependent words is subject to the
control of the main word) regardless of the different forms.

Let D be the set of documents (collection), W the set of all tokens used in the col-
lection (collection dictionary). A collection document d ∈ D is a sequence of tokens(
w1, . . . , wnd

)
∈ W, and each token w is associated with the number ndw of its occurrences

in the document d. The collection is represented as follows:

F = ( fwd)W×D (2)

fwd =
ndw
nd

(3)

We assume that several topics are distributed among the entire collection of documents.
Then the collection is a set (wi, di, ti), i = 1 . . . n, generated by a discrete distribution
p(w, d, t), defined on a finite probability space W × D× T.

The text of the document t is characterized by the set of lexical descriptors ϕt = { wi}St
i=1

contained in the text, here St is the total number of lexical descriptors in the text. For
the LD document’s text, numerical characteristics (i.e., features) are defined (for example,
frequency of occurrence, significance, weight in the text, etc.).

The document is characterized by a feature value vector, where φ is the feature space,
and specific numerical values are the coordinates. The solution to the classification problem
consists in choosing a suitable topic for the document t or assigning it to the root topic in
the case of an open classification problem.

3.2. Dataset Description

In different datasets such as Ag_news, Reuters, and British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC), the dataset was categorized into two: breaking news and international news. Apart
from these two categories, some other categories also exist, but varied from dataset to
dataset. Other commonly used categories included political news, domestic news, sports
news, and others. From this knowledge and the available datasets, a real-world dataset
that included news articles from reuters.com was selected. These news articles are scraped
from reuters.com and categorized into four categories: Domestic News, Political News, Top
News, and World News.

In this research, the Reuters news dataset was used. This dataset contains 40,063 English
news articles of four different categories of news articles from Reuters (www.reuters.com,
accessed on 1 December 2022) covering from 2016 to 2018 years. The dataset is a real-world
dataset, not a benchmarked one designed and structured for study purposes. The purpose
of using this dataset is to show results on real-world data, so a system can be designed that
can be implemented on real-world news articles.

The class labels of these news articles are specified in the German, namely Inland-
snachrichten, Politik, Weltnachrichten, and TopNachrichten. These categories translate to
Domestic, Politics, International, and Top news in English. The dataset contains two news
articles with the BreakingViews Label; these articles were discarded as there were only
2 observations, which would negatively affect the performance of the trained model. The
features of a dataset are shown and described in Table 1.

www.reuters.com
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Table 1. Dataset description.

Column Name Description

Id The numbered ID of the news article
Headline The headline of the news article

Body The main text of the news article
Kat Category/Label of the news article

Date The date news article was published

3.3. Workflow of Methodology

The research experiment’s methodology includes several steps in a structured flow.
The flow of the methodology shown in Figure 1 is discussed in the below sections. The
methodology uses a benchmark dataset as a corpus. It consists of the data preprocess-
ing, feature selection, cross-validation (dataset splitting), model training, prediction, and
accuracy evaluation.
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3.4. Preprocessing

Several preprocessing steps were performed on the dataset to remove the noise and
structure the dataset for classification purposes. The preprocessing steps performed are
discussed below.

3.4.1. Dataset Structuring and Balancing

First, headline and body of the news articles were concatenated and stored in a single
column called news. A column named kat was renamed to category. After that headline,
body and date columns were removed. Next, the dataset was balanced. The first two
observations from the category BreakingViews were removed as this category only contains
two observations. The extra articles from each category were removed.

The lowest frequency in the news articles was 4180 with the category “Inlandsnachrichten”.
Therefore, 4180 articles were kept from each category, and the rest were discarded. After
this step, the total number of articles was 16,720. As the classes were imbalanced, this step
was important as this study has an adequate number of articles to evaluate the model. The
frequency plots of the dataset according to the categories are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a
shows class distribution before balancing the data, and Figure 2b shows the distribution
plot of the dataset after class balancing.
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3.4.2. Label Encoding

In this step, the class labels’ categories were encoded into integers as some models
do not accept class labels in text form. The categories of the articles were encoded into
numeric values. In Table 2, the class labels are shown with respective encoded values.

Table 2. Label Encoding.

Category Encoded Label

Weltnachrichten 0
TopNachrichten 1

Politik 2
Inlandsnachrichten 3

3.4.3. Article Preprocessing

In this step, several steps were performed to structure the news articles and remove
unwanted terms that behave as noise in training the models. All characters were trans-
formed into lowercase letters to keep the semantics independent of letter cases to the model.
The output after case lowering can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3. Lowercase output.

Input Output

U.S. weekly jobless claims rebound from near
45 year lows

u.s. weekly jobless claims rebound from near
45 year lows

‘Thomson Reuters says CEO Jim Smith to make
full recovery after an arrhythmia incident

thomson reuters says ceo jim smith to make
full recovery after an arrhythmia incident

‘Trump says FBI missed signs on Florida
shooting due to Russia probe, draws criticism

trump says fbi missed signs on florida shooting
due to russia probe, draws criticism

‘Moscow says no evidence behind U.S.
indictment of Russians for alleged
election meddling

moscow says no evidence behind u.s.
indictment of russians for alleged
election meddling

‘Do you fear me?’: Venezuela’s Maduro vows
to gatecrash regional summit

‘do you fear me?’: venezuela’s maduro vows to
gatecrash regional summit

In the next stage of preprocessing, all the special characters and numeric values were
removed from the articles as they do not contribute to the classification of news articles;
rather, they serve as noise in the data. Special characters include punctuation marks, ad
other characters such “$”, “#”, “@”, and others. The output after removing these characters
can be seen in Table 4.
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Table 4. Output after removal of digits and special characters.

Input Output

u.s. weekly jobless claims rebound from near
45 year lows

u s weekly jobless claims rebound from near
year lows

thomson reuters says ceo jim smith to make
full recovery after arrhythmia incident

thomson reuters says ceo jim smith to make
full recovery after arrhythmia incident

trump says fbi missed signs on florida shooting
due to russia probe, draws criticism

trump says fbi missed signs on florida shooting
due to russia probe draws criticism

moscow says no evidence behind u.s.
indictment of russians for alleged
election meddling

moscow says no evidence behind u s
indictment of russians for alleged
election meddling

‘do you fear me?’: venezuela’s maduro vows to
gatecrash regional summit

do you fear me venezuela s maduro vows to
gatecrash regional summit

Removing special and numeric entities leaves unwanted blank spaces. These extra
whitespaces were also removed and replaced with a single white space. Subsequently,
stopwords were also removed using a predefined list of stopwords in Python. After
removing stopwords and multiple spaces, the output is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Output after removing stopwords and extra white spaces.

Input Output

u s weekly jobless claims rebound from near
year lows u weekly jobless claims rebound near year lows

thomson reuters says ceo jim smith to make
full recovery after arrhythmia incident

Thomson reuters says ceo jim smith make full
recovery arrhythmia incident

trump says fbi missed signs on florida shooting
due to russia probe draws criticism

Trump says fbi missed signs florida shooting
due Russia probe draws criticism

moscow says no evidence behind u s
indictment of russians for alleged election
meddling

moscow says evidence behind u indictment
Russians alleged election meddling

do you fear me venezuela s maduro vows to
gatecrash regional summit

Fear Venezuela maduro vows gatecrash
regional summit

Then the news articles were tokenized and stemmed. Tokenization is the process
where each document is divided into separate words, while stemming is the process of
transforming a word into its root form. As for a human being, it is easy to understand that
two words “go” and “going” have the same meaning and are used in different contexts,
but this is not the case with the ML algorithm. With the help of stemming, the model can
get to the root. For stemming, the Porter Stemmer algorithm was used, and the output of
stemming and tokenization is shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Output after tokenizing and stemming.

Input Output

u weekly jobless claims rebound near year lows [‘u’, ‘weekli’, ‘jobless’, ‘claim’, ‘rebound’, ‘near’,
‘year’, ‘low’]

Thomson reuters says ceo jim smith make full
recovery arrhythmia incident

[‘thomson’, ‘reuter’, ‘say’, ‘ceo’, ‘jim’, ‘smith’,
‘make’, ‘full’, ‘recoveri’, ‘arrhythmia’, ‘incid’]

Trump says fbi missed signs florida shooting
due Russia probe draws criticism

[‘trump’, ‘say’, ‘fbi’, ‘miss’, ‘sign’, ‘florida’,
‘shoot’, ‘due’, ‘russia’, ‘probe’, ‘draw’, ‘critic’]

moscow says evidence behind u indictment
Russians alleged election meddling

[‘moscow’, ‘say’, ‘evid’, ‘behind’, ‘u’, ‘indict’,
‘russian’, ‘alleg’, ‘elect’, ‘meddl’]

Fear Venezuela maduro vows gatecrash
regional summit

[‘fear’, ‘venezuela’, ‘maduro’, ‘vow’,
‘gatecrash’, ‘region’, ‘summit’]
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3.5. Feature Extraction

In this step, document features were converted into vector form; as the ML algorithms
work in the mathematical form, these models cannot understand the text form of the feature.
To convert features into vectors, the TFIDF technique was used as it is an efficient and
reliable technique as in categorizing news articles; word order is not much important, so
more complex techniques such as Word2Vec and Doc2Vec are not focused.

In TFIDF, two different terms are used: TF and IDF. These two terms define two
different types of frequencies for each feature. After combining these two frequencies, each
feature is formed. TF defines the Term Frequency, which is the frequency of a word in a
document [47], which calculates how many times a single term has occurred in a single
document from all the terms present in a document.

Let t f be the word frequency in the given document and N be the total number of
documents in the corpus. IDF is the document frequency of a term, such as in how many
documents a term has appeared. IDF of a term is independent of the frequency of a term in
the entire corpus.

id f (t, D) = log
|D|

|(di ⊃ ti|
(4)

where |D|—is the number of documents in the corpus; and |(di ⊃ ti| is the number of
documents in which the term ti Is present.

The effect of IDF can be noted as the frequency of a term increases in the corpus, the
IDF will also increase. When both the TF and IDF combine, this results in a feature that is
not biased to the frequency of a term. As it takes both the document and corpus frequency
the resultant feature will be an averaged vector that does not favor the terms with higher
frequency in a document. This behavior of TFIDF has helped researchers to achieve higher
accuracies in solving problems where the order of words does not affect results. With
the help of TFIDF, it can be easily determined which words are more common to a group
of documents [48]. Terms that appear more often in a group of documents will have a
higher score. In this way, the more common words can be filtered, and rarer words can
also be filtered by using a threshold for a lower score. In this way, rarer words can be less
important for a classification model as they will have a lower weight.

The mathematical working of TFIDF can be understood by Equation (5), where D is
the corpus of documents and d is the document for which the score is being calculated.
wd is the TFIDF score for a word w in a document d. This study calculated a score for an
individual word for every document by using Equation (5).

wd = fw,d ∗ log
(
|D|
fw,D

)
(5)

where fw,d the frequency of a word is in a document. fw,D is the frequency of a word in the
corpus or a set of documents D. The resultant wd gives insight into the terms and whether
they are more important to the given set of documents in the form of vectors.

TFIDF ( w, c ) = TF ( w, c ) · IDF ( w, D ( c))

Here the vector form achieves two goals for training a model: (a) vector space is greatly
reduced by comparing to the alphabetic form, and (b) it is in an understandable form for
the ML algorithms.

First, the dataset was divided into two sets to convert features into words: a training
set and a testing set. The training set was used to train the model, and the testing set was
used to evaluate the model after the training was completed. For splitting the dataset, the
70/30 ratio was used [49], where 70% of the articles were used for training the model, and
30% were used for testing.

In feature extraction, two methods were used; one is used to create feature space and
subsequently transform it into vector space for training and testing data separately. In the
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transformation process number of features is restricted, and not all the features are used.
Only features are considered that lie in document frequency ranging between 0.02% and
70%. This is also known as dimensionality reduction. This left 23,713 feature instances.
However, the number of features varied when the whole process was carried out; at the
start, while balancing the dataset, random news articles were discarded.

3.6. Model Training

In this step, both the articles have now been converted into feature vectors, and their
categories, which are the class labels, are fed into five different ML models: LR, NB, SGD,
KNN, RF, and hyperparameter-optimized SVM; then, the models were trained using this
training data. This step was performed repetitively to optimize these models by their
tuning parameters. This step is called hyperparameter tuning.

Each model has a different set of parameters which can be changed to make the
model more efficient to train with given features. SVM has many different parameters.
The important parameters that may affect the model’s performance are C, kernel, and
decision_function_shape. From which, the only kernel that affected the performance of
the model. SVM has four different types of kernels, which include linear, RBF, poly, and
sigmoid. The kernel function determines how the hyperplane of SVM will be drawn.
The default value of the given parameters are as follows: C = 1, kernel = rb f and
decision_ f unction_shape = ovr. C parameter is a regularization function to minimize
the error rate of training and testing of the model. The kernel of SVM selects how the
hyperplane will be selected to distinguish between classes. A summary of hyper-parameters
used in each algorithm is given in Table 7.

Table 7. Optimized hyper-parameters used for the machine learning models.

Model Hyper-Parameters

RF n_estimators = 3000, max_depth = 100
NB Alfa is reduced to 0.01
SGD max_depth = 10, average = True
KNN Default setting K = 9
SVM Kernel = rbf, C = 1.0
LR Solver=saga, C = 2.8

3.7. Model Evaluation

The evaluation of trained models is an important task to evaluate the model’s per-
formance [49]. By evaluating models, one can compare different classifiers and see if the
model has achieved an acceptable amount of accuracy in prediction. There are many
ways a model can be evaluated: accuracy, precision, n-fold cross-validation, recall, and
f1-score [50]. The more focused technique used in this study is accuracy [51], because the
amount of data is sufficiently large, and accuracy is mostly more suitable for the dataset
with hundreds of observations with evenly distributed class labels [52]. Accuracy is a ratio
of correctly classified predictions from all the predictions. Accuracy is simple to understand
and implement. It does not consider the class imbalance, which means it evaluates all the
observations as the same class. Accuracy is meant to be more important and more useful
than other performance measures when the amount of data is large and has an even class
distribution [53].

For performance measures, only accuracy is used as the articles were class balanced
in the preprocessing stage so the need for other performance measures is unnecessary.
Furthermore, other performance measures were implemented on the models at the start,
but all of the measures calculated the same results as the classes were balanced in the
training data as well as testing data. In this stage, to evaluate the trained model, first, the
model was used to predict categories for the test data, and then the accuracy measure
was used to evaluate the models. Accuracy is the performance measure that determines
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how often an observation is classified correctly. Accuracy can be calculated by using the
following equation using parameters from the confusion matrix.

acc =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(6)

Here accuracy (acc) is the ratio of truly predicted from all the examples. TP is the
example that is positives and was classified as positives. TN are the examples that are
negative and were classified as negative. FN are examples that were positive and were
classified as negative. FP are examples that were negative and were classified as positive.

4. Results

In this section, the results obtained after the evaluation of each model are discussed.
Each of the six classifiers, including hyperparameter-optimized SVM, performed well in
the purpose of classifying news articles according to their respective category and achieved
very good accuracies.

However, hyperparameter tuning optimizes each classifier to the highest possible
accuracy. The focused classifier only required one parameter to be tuned, the kernel. The
kernel of SVM is set to “linear”. Other models are also optimized by hyperparameter
tuning to obtain justified results. The “C” parameter of LR is tuned with the value of “2.8”
which is the inverse of the regularization strength of the L.R. N.B. was also optimized, and
alpha was reduced to “0.01”, which is reduced to reduce the smoothing function. SGD
classifier is optimized by changing its “average” to “True”, which allows SGD to calculate
the weighted average of the observations. In KNN, “n_neighbors” was selected to be 9, in
which it classifies observations using nine relevant observations, and the “weights” was
tuned to “Distance” so that more relevant observations will have more weight. Lastly, RF
was optimized, and “n_estimators” were tuned to “3000”, which means “3000” DTs will
be trained in RF, moreover “max_features” were tuned to “100”, so that at each split 100
features are considered. After the final models are trained, the accuracies that are achieved
can be seen in Table 8 and Figure 3.

Table 8. Model performance without and with optimization.

Classifier Accuracy
(w/o Optimization)

Accuracy
(With Optimization)

SVM 0.6435 0.8516
SGD 0.8480 0.8476
LR 0.8437 0.8470
RF 0.7587 0.8110
NB 0.8106 0.8183
KNN 0.8104 0.8135

By taking a close look, it can be easily understood that SVM outperformed all the
other classifiers in the classification of real-world news articles. However, SGD, KNN,
and L.R. also competed for the best-performing classifier, and their results were not much
lower than SVM. RF is a great model in text classification, but in this scenario, R.F. failed in
competing with other classifiers and provided the worst performance. The evaluation of
models without parameter tuning was also carried out to see which algorithm performs
better in classifying news articles, and the results are shown in Table 8 and as a bar plot in
Figure 3.

After assessing the results shown in the above table, it can be observed that the model
that provided the best accuracy was SGD and LR was also not far behind. RF, KNN, and
NB also provided average results. In models that are not hyperparameter, tuned SVM was
the worst-predicting classifier.

The discussed models were also tested on the benchmarked dataset ag_news. The
results from these datasets showed that these models can achieve higher accuracies, but
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benchmarked datasets are highly structured datasets containing as little noise as possible.
The results from a benchmarked dataset are shown in Table 9. Results among tuned models
and models that were not tuned by hyperparameter tuning are compared in Figure 3.
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Table 9. Accuracy of models on the benchmark dataset.

Classifier Accuracy

SVM 0.9130
SGD 0.9186
LR 0.9126
RF 0.9118
NB 0.8995

By comparing the results among tuned models and models that are not tuned, SGD,
KNN, and LR had quite similar results, which means the performance of these models
was not much improved even with hyperparameter tuning for the news classification.
SVM and RF showed significant improvement in performance after tuning, where RF has
increased by 5.23% accuracy and SVM improved after tuning with a 20.81% improvement
in accuracy. SVM, the worst-performing classifier without hyperparameter tuning, became
the best-performing model after hyperparameter tuning.

Figure 4 shows the comparison between different kernels of SVM. These results show
that when kernels are changed in the SVM classifier, the difference in accuracy is quite
noticeable. The results also imply that linear classifier works better in text classification
most importantly when the main objective is to classify text according to the genre.

In Figure 5a, the confusion matrix shows the classification for each class when the
kernel was set to linear. SVM achieved the best accuracy as the diagonal of the confusion
matrix showed the highest amount of prediction, and as the matrix showed the accurate
prediction in the diagonal, the confusion matrix clearly showed that most of the predictions
were made correctly. Figure 5b represents a confusion matrix with the sigmoid kernel;
Figure 5c shows the confusion matrix with the polynomial kernel, and Figure 5d shows
the confusion matrix with the RBF kernel. These figures help us access how SVM reacts
to different kernels with this dataset. From this confusion matrix, it is observed that the
hyperplane for the domestic class was not being calculated correctly, and it was being
identified on the feature space of other classes. Confusion matrixes below showed that
when the kernel was not linear, most predictions were incorrectly classified as domestic.
Figure 5b shows that many predictions were made incorrectly, but almost all the predictions
from the domestic class were made correctly. This shows the kernel’s behavior; it makes
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the model biased toward the domestic class. In Figure 5c, the confusion matrix showed
that almost every observation from classes other than domestic was made incorrectly, and
the algorithm failed to classify news articles. This behavior happens because the domestic
class’s hyperplane covers almost all the feature space.
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Our results outperformed the results of a recent study [54] using deep learning (LSTM
with heuristc hyena optimization algorithma), which achieved only 63.81% accuracy on the
Reuters dataset.

5. Conclusions

We performed an in-depth study on text classification using ML, more specifically
news article classification in which news articles were classified according to their respective
categories. The focus of this research was to study and learn the significance of SVM for
news articles classification when it is optimized using hyperparameter tuning. In this study,
other popular classifiers in the domain of text classification were optimized and compared
with SVM. The purpose of the study was successfully achieved by creating the SVM model
and optimizing it by hyperparameter tuning, achieving the best accuracy in classifying
news articles. This study also showed the significance of the hyperparameter tuning and
its effect on the model’s performance as it achieved a 20.81% accuracy improvement for
the SVM. Using a real-world dataset, a model was trained that can be used in real-world
applications to classify news articles with acceptable accuracy.
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